
 

 

 

 

"MeccaNote" (Meccano + OneNote) - Educational & Pedagogical Highlights 
 

Why we choose "LMS" (Learning Management System) as a management system to the learning process of robotics 

and artificial intelligence - "AI"?   "LMS" platform - such as Microsoft Teams / OneNote .... includes features that 

enable and encourage the development of activities that will enhance students' 21st Century skills, with an 

emphasis on digital literacy and digital citizenship.  
  

The "MeccaNote" learning environment was developed in a manner that emphasizes meta-cognitive 

considerations  taken when designing activities, so that will enhance students' skills in the areas of digital 
literacy; critical thinking; independent learning; Teamwork, as well as collaboration, and finally digital 

citizenship. 
 

• Our focus is learning skills that will prepare students to work in real-life unknown future. 
• The activities are planned based on ' task-based learning ' and simulate the application of technological 

development stages in real life - The idea of "Makers". 

Examples:  

1. We recommend working with a single Meccanoid an humanoid robot, for each group of 4-5 students (also 

meets budget constraints). This reality requires teamwork and improving the skills involved learning in a 

group such as, meta- cognitive thinking and of self-criticism. However, to enable and encourage independent 

learning for every member of the team, each student is asked to design his solution and write it in 

his (private) “student's section”. Only then, each student presents his solution in the “collaboration section” to 
get the feedback of his colleagues. 'Classroom Platform’ is uniquely designed to allow these activities. At this 

stage, critical thinking skill is activated when students have to respond and evaluate their peers’ solution. 
This type of activity can be done thanks to the technology of the  " LMS  " platform . 
  
It is worth noting that digital literacy is improving both for students as well as for their teachers . 
 

2. To encourage students to identify and practice different uses of digital technology tools, the story-line, 

which follows throughout the course, presents a task to find ways to keep secret the encryption key to be 

published in the students section (Library), for only 7 minutes. 
 

3. Digital citizenship was discussed when students put decoded the secret message of their team in their 

group page area ' cooperation '. This way, all the other students from other groups can easily enter the pages 
of the other groups to decipher their secret. 
The treatment of these issues in the classroom and the discussion of the proper behavior to be exercised and 
to be observed and maintained while working online, are the contributors to improving the digital citizenship 

of the students. 

Therefore, we believe that "MeccaNote", as an example of platforms of "LMS", makes it possible to prepare 

students to be "Netizens" - users of tomorrow's social networks, thus reducing the gap between the latest 

technologies in reality, and those implemented in the education system.  
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